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Blackjack Game Overview
The game of Blackjack is built on both luck and strategy. You have to get the
right cards, but you also have to know when to stop. The objective of the game is
to get a better hand than the dealer: your only opponent, without going bust
(going over the number 21).
First, you will be dealt two cards, face up, as the dealer is dealt one card face up
and one card face down. You continue to “hit” until you are satisfied with the
number, in which case you “stand”, or until you bust, in which case you lose.
Once you stand, the dealer will reveal his face down card and continue to hit until
he either gets a better hand than you, in which case you lose, or until he busts, in
which case you win.
You can choose to “split” when you are dealt two of the same cards. This will split
the pair up and each will be played as a separate hand. So essentially, you are
playing two different hands at the same time, but your bet will double as well. If
you win one hand, you will come out even. If you win both hands, you will double
your money.
After you are dealt your first two Blackjack cards, you may choose to double your
bet. In this situation you can only be dealt one more card. You can also bet on
the dealer to have Blackjack by taking insurance when he is showing an Ace.
Lastly, remember that Aces can be both 1 or 11 and all face cards are counted as
10. Enjoy your game!
General Rules For Playing Blackjack
The game of Blackjack takes a lot of knowledge on when to hit, when to stand,
and when to double, take insurance, or split a pair into two hands. This can mean
the difference between playing blindly and losing or playing smart with a strategy
and winning. There are simple rules to the game that are very easy to follow.
In Blackjack you and the dealer start with two cards. Yours will be face up and
the casino dealer will have one face up and one face down. You are allowed to hit
until you are comfortable with your number or until you bust. This is also the time
when you decide to double, take insurance, or split a pair. After that time it is
then the casino dealer’s turn. They can hit until they have beat you or until they
bust. You then take your earnings, or not, based on who had the best hand.
You may double after you receive your first two cards. If you choose this, you are
only allowed one more card, no more. The dealer, however, can continue to hit to
try and beat you.
You may take insurance before the game starts if you see that the dealer’s
showing card is an Ace. You are really betting against yourself because you are
betting on the dealer having Blackjack. So if they do have Blackjack, you lose the
hand but win something for taking insurance. If they do not have Blackjack then
you lose what you bet on insurance, but win if you have a better hand than the
dealer. You may also split if you are dealt a pair.
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Blackjack is a game of luck and skill. There are several gambling choices and
sometimes, as with insurance, you can win even if you lose. Knowing the rules
and tips on when to hit and stand will help you become a better player and
maybe even a winner.
Blackjack Playing Tips and Strategies
There are lots of Blackjack tips surrounding the game, as hitting, standing, or
splitting certain hands can give you a great chance of winning. There is a tip or
strategy for every possible card combination in Blackjack, but here we will group
many of them together and only point out the most important few.
A “soft” hand is one where there is an Ace. This is because an Ace can go either
way, as a 1 or 11. A “hard” hand is where there is not one.
Always hit on a hand of 16 or less because there is little to no chance you will
bust and the dealer will always have a better hand if you don’t.
Hit on soft 17.
Hard 17 is more complicated and your decision should be based on the casino
dealer’s showing card.
Hit if the dealer has 8, 9, 10, J, Q, K, or A. Otherwise stand and cross your
fingers that the dealer will bust.
Soft 18 is also complicated and should be based on the casino dealer’s showing
card. If the dealer has 9, 10, J, Q, K, or A then you should hit, otherwise it would
be best to stand.
Stand on hard 18.
Always stand on 19 and 20.
Blackjack is one casino game, such as Poker, when a solid strategy may actually
give you a greater chance of winning. Your only opponent is bad judgment.
Hopefully these tips and strategies will help you win the next time you are
gambling on the game of Blackjack.
The Advantages of Playing Blackjack Online
Blackjack is one of the most popular card games in gambling history. Now you
don’t have to go all the way to Las Vegas to play blackjack for fun or real money,
because many Internet casinos offer online blackjack. The advantages of playing
blackjack online are numerous, and some gamblers enjoy online play even more
than live casino play. Here are just some of the advantages of playing blackjack
online.
One of the advantages of playing blackjack online is the convenience. You can
play online blackjack 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, because that’s when online
casinos are open. Whenever you’re ready to play online blackjack, there will be a
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game waiting for you. You don’t have to leave your house and stand around in a
smoky casino waiting for a table to open up. Online blackjack is available right
from your home computer, and you will never have to wait for a seat.
Choice of play is another one of the advantages of playing blackjack online. One
of the great things about the game of blackjack is that it relies far more on skill
than luck. Many reputable Internet casinos will let you play online blackjack for
free as often as you like, so you can get plenty of practice in and sharpen your
blackjack skills before you start playing for money. You can also play any of the
different variations of blackjack when you play at an Internet casino, and shop
around for the rules that are the most favorable, such as blackjack tables where
the dealer does not have the soft 17 rule, or where the DOA (Double On All) and
DAS (Double After Split) rules are in effect. These are just a few of the
advantages of playing blackjack online!
History of Blackjack
Blackjack - also known as 'twenty-one' and 'pontoon' - is a card game that
nowadays is often found in a casino with people trying their luck on achieving the
elusive '21'. It is widely believed that the game originated in France during the
17th century. However, as with most other gambling games the precise evolution
of the game remains a mystery: suffice to say it has probably been around
forever.
Blackjack was introduced to the United States following the French Revolution,
but the game didn't become popular in the gambling dens until the casino offered
payouts as a bonus. This was the only method that seemed to get people
gambling on blackjack. One variation on the bonus payout was for a player to
make '21' with the black jack card (worth 10 points) and an ace (worth 11
points). With the increasing popularity of the game the payouts were phased out
but the name 'blackjack' remained.
Blackjack isn't just about achieving an outright '21', but the primary challenge is
to beat the dealer without going 'bust'. The casino obviously has an advantage
over the gambling players in the long run, but with blackjack the player retains
an element of choice.
Since 1931 when America first legalized gambling, blackjack has become a classic
casino card game. Furthermore, it is the combination of both skill and math used
in blackjack that has made the game hugely popular. Blackjack provides an
attractive proposition to any scientist, mathematician or gambling player wanting
to research the strategy of the game.
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Slots Game Overview
Slots is a game of pure and total luck. You don’t get to pick any cards, numbers,
or even roll your own dice. With the game of Slots, you simply input the amount
that you are willing to wager, possibly pick how many rows or lines you wish to
bet on, and pull the lever or hit the spin button. After that, your fate depends on
where the wheel stops. If certain images line up in certain spots, then you are a
winner!
In every casino there are many different versions of the game of Slots. Some
have TV show themes, some are princess and dragon themed, and some are even
natural disaster themed. Regardless of their themes, they are all usually played in
the same manner with a few minor variations. For example, some may include
bonuses or a chance at a bonus wheel if you line up a particular image.
In the way of playing strategy, there is little to be had when it comes to the game
of Slots. However, some players like to hunt for a machine until they feel they
have spotted a lucky one. This is not a proven method, but many still enjoy the
thrill anyway.
Unlike Blackjack, Roulette, and Poker, if you are into cheap gambling then you
can still enjoy the game of Slots. That is the one major advantage that the game
of Slots has over all other casino games. Although Slot machines are purely luck
based, they can be accessible to anyone no matter how broke they are.
General Rules For Playing Slots
To have fun making money while gambling, make slots your game next time you
visit a casino. Playing slots can be both entertaining and profitable. Use the
following general rules for playing slots to maximize your earnings, and fun, at
the casino.
First, pick a machine in the casino that is available. If a coat is on the seat, or a
change cup on the handle, assume the machine is taken. A general rule for
picking a slots game is to study the pay charts and their various payoffs. Choose
the best value based on the amount of money needed for each turn, or play, and
the number of pay lines.
Next, choose a slots game with a monetary denomination relevant to the total
amount of money you have for gambling. A casino will have machines that take
nickels, quarters, dollar bills, and more. Some machines allow you to put in $5 to
$20, and play off “credits.” If you put a five-dollar bill into a nickel machine, you
will be given 100 credits. Each pay line will cost you one credit.
Finally, to play the slots game, insert the number of coins you wish to play,
keeping the number of available pay lines in mind. Multiple coins will activate
multiple pay lines. When playing off credits, choose the number of credits for
each play. Then, pull the lever or push the play button, make a winning
combination on one or more pay lines, and you win!
Slot Machine Tips
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The objective of playing slots is to bet coins or credit and spin the machine's
"reels" so that symbols line up on the machine's "paylines", as described in the
machine's "payout" schedule. Players can choose how many coins or how much
credit to bet per payline and how many paylines to bet on.
The payout schedule displays the machines winning combinations and the values
for each combination. These values vary according to the credit bet with each
spin.
Some machines give players the opportunity to win even more credit, by allowing
them to bet their winnings and original bet using a secondary betting system.
There are two types of slot machines: "straight" and "progressive". Both types
seem generally the same. One major difference is that straight slots pay a
predetermined value, as described in their payout schedule. Progressive slots are
usually linked to other slot machines. The other slots may reside in the same
building, state, or even globally, as seems to be the case with some Internet
based slots. These "progressive" machines share a "jackpot" that increases each
time a player deposits bets at one of the linked machines. As a result, the jackpot
can grow to astronomical proportions.
HOW MUCH DO SLOT MACHINES PAY?
Slot machines are generally programmed to pay a percentage of their winnings.
This percentage tends to be between 85% and 98%, depending on the machine,
it's location and usage. The higher the percentage, the more the machine tends
to payout.
TIPS
Play machines that advertise a higher payout percentage (between 95% & 99%).
These machines may be dollar or higher denomination machines.
Ensure you understand the payout schedule prior to deciding how much to bet
per payline and how many paylines to bet on. It would be unfortunate to produce
a winning then realize it could have been significantly higher had the bet been
slightly higher.
Some progressive slots will only award a jackpot win to a player betting the
maximum amount. Not betting the maximum amount means you could produce
the required combination for a jackpot win but miss out because you did not bet
the required amount. Make sure you understand the payout schedule and if
necessary, ask a machine attendant to clarify it for you.
The amount of credit bet is not related to the likelihood of spinning a winning
combination.
Generally, it seems more beneficial to bet the maximum amount of credit per
payline. The problem, however, is that this has the potential to quickly exhaust
your wallet. With this in mind, find a machine that best suits your budget. A
quarter machine may suit your budget more so than a dollar machine, for
example.
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Recognize when a jackpot (large value) has been won. Some machines will ask
you to call an attendant who will organize payment to you. Never handle or walk
away from a machine that has just produced a jackpot winning. Call the
attendant or have someone call him/her for you while you wait at the machine.
If you play slots regularly, take a note of which machines tend to be paying out
significantly. If a machine seems to be paying out significantly, and often, it may
be worthwhile giving this machine a try sometime. You may find that casinos
place their most liberal machines in places where they are likely to attract
attention.
Consider trying the machine next to you if your machine isn't paying off.
Find out if the venue you intend to play at offers other incentives, such as points,
meals, accommodation, etc., that goes with your game play. This however
doesn't mean that you should play purely for these secondary benefits.
Try to recognize when your luck may have changed. There are many examples of
people winning significantly then "getting greedy", so to speak, and losing
everything.
Make sure you empty the machine of your credit prior to leaving it. Each year,
people accidentally abandon machines that still have their credit inside.
Assign a budget for the day's play. If the budget is lost, you will know when to
leave the casino.
Don't bet more than you can afford to lose.
Remember to always have fun :)
The Advantages Of Playing Slots Online
If you have a love of gambling, playing slots online is sure to give you a thrill.
Though a trip to a casino can be exciting and fun, online gambling holds many
advantages. From quality games to better odds, online slots have much to offer
the casual player, as well as the serious gambler.
A top advantage of playing slots online is the location. You can enjoy your games
in the privacy and peace of your own home. When you play online slots, you have
the joy of controlling the noise level. This means you can play your game while
blaring your favorite music or in serene silence. Furthermore, you don’t have to
worry about someone stealing your machine when you gamble at an online
casino.
Another advantage of playing slots online is that the odds of winning are a bit
better than those at regular casinos. This is due to the fact that the operating
costs involved in running an online casino are typically less than those involved in
running a brick and mortar casino. Many online casinos choose to pass a portion
of their overhead savings along to their patrons, by offering better game odds
and attractive bonuses. Additionally, heavy competition in the online casino
industry helps to promote higher payouts and better gambling incentives.
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The lack of travel expense is another big advantage to playing slots online. For
many, traveling to a regular casino requires the purchase of an airline or bus
ticket, as well as the cost of a hotel stay. When you choose to play slots online,
you can enjoy gambling 24 hours a day, every day of the year, without ever
leaving the comfort of your home.
History of Slots
Slots is a gambling game played on a machine in a casino. Slots are also known
as 'one-armed bandits' because of the large lever held at the side of the machine.
Pitt and Sittman developed the first slots during 1891 in Brooklyn.
Initially the game was created as another way to play poker. Accordingly, the
machine was made up of five drums comprising of 50 playing cards, and a lever
was used to spin the cards around. The gambling player would hope that when
the machine stopped revolving a good poker hand would be displayed. However,
in those days there were no large payouts, often all that was won was a free
drink or cigar.
In 1895 Charles Fey created an even simpler mechanism. This eventually learned
how to 'read' a winning hand and Fey produced a machine that gave an automatic
payout. Fey's game consisted of only three revolving drums, and as an alternative
to the playing cards, his machine displayed five symbols of a Liberty bell,
horseshoe, spades, hearts and diamonds. The largest payout went to the
gambling player who achieved a row of three bells.
In the United States the slots game is allowed to be played in a casino (only in a
casino) and some states even restrict which type of slots can be played. However,
slots without restrictions can be found in a casino at Las Vegas or Atlantic City
and are commonly known as 'Vegas-style slots'. Undoubtedly, slots have become
a popular casino game for most gambling players.
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Poker Game Overview
Poker is a game where you try to win the pot, whether it is by having a better
hand than your opponents or by bluffing and tricking them out of their better
hand. The specific rules of the game of Poker depend on the variation you are
playing. For example, in Five Card Draw Poker, you start with five cards and can
choose to hold them or throw up to three of them away in exchange for new
cards. In contrast, if you are playing Texas Hold’em Poker, you only receive two
cards which you are stuck with, however, five cards will go out in the middle for
you to use so you have two extra cards to try and make a hand on.
The winning hands in Poker are in order, from highest to lowest, as follows:
Royal Flush
Straight Flush
Four of a Kind
Full House
Flush
Straight
Three of a Kind
Two Pair
One Pair
High Card
If you are gambling in a casino or otherwise in the presence of your opponents,
rather than playing online, bluffing will be an important part of your game. You
won’t always get a good hand, or even a decent one, but you still need to win
pots to stay in the game. Therefore, you must learn to bluff when playing Poker.
Bluffing is when you trick your fellow players into believing you have a better
hand than you really do. You may actually have nothing but, as long as your
opponents fold, then it doesn’t matter what you do or do not have.
The game of Poker requires skill, observance, and a bit of trickery. It can take a
while to learn how to play effectively but, if you can become good at the game, it
can really pay off financially. If you can learn when and how to bluff and how to
read your opponents, then you are sure to succeed.
General Rules for Playing Poker
The game of poker is a fun and exciting game and the popularity of the game is
on the rise. In addition, a poker player can play poker in a casino much longer
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than other gambling games without losing as much money because of their ability
to fold. Those who are new to poker should learn some general rules for playing
poker before starting.
When learning to play poker, it is important to understand the very basic rules for
playing this casino game. Poker games can be played at home or in a casino for
real money. Poker is a card game that uses five card hands, which are dealt from
a deck of 52 cards. The cards that are used in any game of poker are standard
playing cards. A hand in a game of poker always consists of five cards. There are
other poker games such as Texas Hold ‘Em and seven-card stud that uses more
cards, but the hand always results in a total of five cards. In stud poker games in
casinos, there can be almost any amount of players. Poker can be played with a
very large group, or one that is small. Either way, players are all given one card
at a time and then the poker players will bet chips or money each time they are
dealt more cards.
As the game progresses, a player will “fold” if they are not happy with their dealt
hand. Folding means to get out of the poker game and forfeit any bets they have
made to that point. In poker, there is a system of which cards have the most
value. This is called the Poker Hand Value Ratings. When a player has the best
hand, that poker player then wins all of the bets that were placed at that time.
Poker Playing Tips and Strategies
Poker is not just a game of luck- poker is also a gambling game of skill and
strategy. Without understanding the basic tips and strategies of playing a game
of poker, players can run the risk of losing a lot of money. When players
understand these basic strategies, it is easy to play a game of poker with
confidence.
One of the basic tips for playing poker is to understand the rules of the game.
There are many types of casino poker games. Each one is played a little different
so before betting any amount of money, it is always a good idea to have an
understanding of how the game is played and common vocabulary used. Also, a
poker player should never sit down at a game without having enough cash or
chips. The general rule in most casinos is that a player should have at least 50
times the table limit on hand when gambling. Bluffing is not the way to go if
players do not have enough money.
Another good tip for playing a game of poker in a casino is to use a good poker
face. This means that players who are gambling should never change their facial
expressions or reactions when they look at their poker cards. This can give other
players the advantage of knowing whether or not an opposing player has a good
hand. Also, a poker player should always exercise patience when gambling. Poker
requires a great deal of concentration and skill. Money is not won quickly with a
game of poker. Instead, players must use their best poker playing skills and play
the game with patience.
Video Poker (Jacks or Better) Tips
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Video poker made its entry in the 1970s. It has proven to be a popular form of
gaming. Video poker offers players the opportunity to gamble with anonymity,
skill and a relatively low "house" advantage.
The objective of video poker is to achieve a winning combination of cards. The
player firstly chooses how much to bet on the game. The machine then presents
the player with 5 cards. The player chooses which cards, if any, to keep and
discards the remaining cards. The machine then replaces the discarded cards with
new ones.
The payout schedule displays the machines winning combinations and the values
for each combination. These values vary according to the credit bet.
If the player's last hand of cards form a winning combination, the player is
awarded an amount corresponding with this combination and the number of coins
bet.
Some machines give players the opportunity to win even more credit, by allowing
them to bet their winnings and original bet using a secondary betting system.
There are various forms of video poker, such as 'Jacks or better', 'Aces Faces',
'Deuces Wild' and 'Joker Wild'. Each is said to have varying rules and strategies.
Basic video poker winning combinations
Below is a list of common video poker winning combinations. Some video poker
games incorporate other combinations also.
Royal Flush
A Ten, Jack, Queen, King and Ace, all in the same suite.
Straight Flush
5 cards in sequence and in the same suite.
4 of a Kind
4 cards of the same rank and in any suite + 1 unmatched card.
Full House
3 cards of the same rank and in any suite + 2 cards of the same rank and in any
suite.
Flush
5 cards of any rank and in the same suite.
Straight
5 cards in sequence and in any suite.
3 of a Kind
3 cards of the same rank and in any suite + 2 unmatched cards.
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2 Pairs
2 cards of the same rank and in any suite + 2 other cards of the same rank and
in any suite + 1 unmatched card.
1 Pair
2 cards of the same rank and in any suite + 3 unmatched cards.
'JACKS OR BETTER' VIDEO POKER TIPS
This form of video poker generally requires a minimal winning combination of 2
'Jacks'. Always check the machine's payout schedule to confirm this.
Ensure you understand the payout schedule prior to deciding whether to bet and
how much to bet on each game. Try to compare different machines and see if any
offer a higher payout rate for certain winning combinations, such as for 'full
house' or 'flush'.
Generally, it seems more beneficial to bet the maximum amount of credit on each
game. The jackpot for a 'Royal Flush' combination, for example, is only awarded if
the player has bet the maximum number of coins. The problem, however, is that
this has the potential to quickly exhaust your wallet. With this in mind, find a
machine that best suits your budget. A quarter machine may suit your budget
more so than a dollar machine, for example.
If your initial hand of cards does not contain a winning combination but contains a
'Jack', 'Queen', 'King' or 'Ace', it may be worthwhile holding onto this card and
discarding the other four.
If your initial hand does not contain a winning combination but shows the
potential to give you one should you hold certain cards and discard others,
consider the probability of obtaining certain combinations versus other
combinations.
If your initial hand does not contain a winning combination and seems to hold no
promise of one should you hold any cards, consider discarding all 5 cards. The
next lot of 5 cards have the potential to give you a winning combination.
If your initial hand contains a winning combination, it is generally less risky to
hold on to the cards that form this winning combination than to not do this in the
hope of obtaining a higher winning combination. This is probably a question of
guaranteed returns versus possibly higher returns that are NOT guaranteed.
If your initial hand contains a '4 of a kind' combination, hold onto all cards as
changing the unmatching card will not improve your winning combination.
If your initial hand contains 4 cards needed to achieve a 'Royal Flush' or 'Straight
Flush' but you need one more card to achieve this winning combination,
SERIOUSLY CONSIDER holding onto these four cards and discarding the nonmatching card. 'Royal Flush' and 'Straight Flush' combinations are most
rewarding.
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If your initial hand contains 4 cards needed to achieve a 'Straight' or 'Flush' but
you need one more card to achieve this winning combination, consider holding
onto these four cards and discarding the non-matching card. 'Straight' and 'Flush'
combinations are relatively rewarding.
Recognize when a jackpot (large value) has been won. Some machines will ask
you to call an attendant who will organize payment to you. Never handle or walk
away from a machine that has just produced a jackpot winning. Call the
attendant or have someone call him/her for you while you wait at the machine.
Find out if the venue you intend to play at offers other incentives, such as points,
meals, accommodation, etc., that goes with your game play. This however
doesn't mean that you should play purely for these secondary benefits.
Practice your strategy for free using a video poker simulator. Many online casinos
offer free game play.
Try to recognize when your luck may have changed. There are many examples of
people winning significantly then "getting greedy", so to speak, and losing
everything.
Make sure you empty the machine of your credit prior to leaving it. Each year,
people accidentally abandon machines that still have their credit inside.
Assign a budget for the day's play. If the budget is lost, you will know when to
leave the casino.
Don't bet more than you can afford to lose.
Remember to always have fun :)
The Advantages of Playing Poker Online
If you’re looking for a game with excitement outside the casino, then online poker
may be for you. The popularity of Texas Hold ‘Em and other poker games
continues to grow in online poker rooms. There are many advantages of playing
poker online.
Online play eliminates using real money, as there are a number of sites that allow
you to play for free. Online gambling sites are available if you want to have
money at risk. Sharpening your skills with free practice sessions is a great way to
prepare for gambling for real in the casinos. Another advantage to these online
poker sites is the ability to gain points and or tournament standings.
If the poker player advances in these online tournaments, there are opportunities
to qualify for live tournaments such as the World Series of Poker. Numerous
poker tournaments throughout the year are populated with online poker players.
Most sites have differing levels of betting for players of all skill levels. There are
sites that allow players to be involved in games with computer players. Another
true advantage of online casino poker play is being able to play against other
players from around the world via the Internet.
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Playing online poker is a form of entertainment that continues to grow in
popularity. It provides a free way to learn or sharpen skills in a poker game with
players from around the world of various skill levels. Opportunities are also
available to qualify for a variety of live action casino poker tournaments.
History of Poker
Poker is the name of a card game whose origins remain largely unknown. Some
historians believe that poker may have come from another game called 'As Nas',
which was played in Persia during the 16th century. Alternatively, it is also
argued that poker may have been created in China as far back as 900 A.D.
However, everyone seems to be in agreement that poker is a gambling game that
seems to have been around forever.
Poker has a history of being played in America's first casino that was located in
New Orleans in 1822. From the very first game, poker was played with a lot of
bluffing and gambling, and the game was often rife with cheating. Accordingly,
poker has become synonymous with legends from the 'Wild West' where gambling
didn't take place until you had your gun at the ready and your back to the wall!
During its early days poker was played with only 20 cards. The game increased to
a 52-card pack during the 1830s. It is believed that this addition was to
encourage more gambling players, extend the 'flush' and have enough cards left
over for the 'draw'. During 1875 the 'wild' card appeared and along with it came
the recognition of the different poker variations including Jack Pots, Stud and
Draw.
By the 20th century, poker was a gambling game played throughout the world.
However, it wasn't until the United States first legalized gambling in 1931, that
the casino became an official part of the gambling landscape.
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Roulette Game Overview
The game of Roulette is a game built almost on pure luck as a spin of the wheel
decides your fate. In Roulette, you decide where to place your bet and then the
casino official will spin the wheel. Once the ball lands, you will know whether you
have won or lost.
So that you have a slightly better chance of winning a little something, the game
of Roulette allows you to gamble on more than just a single number. The picks
you can take include:
You can pick single numbers up to 36
You can put your bet on a line, which bets on two numbers
You can put your bet on a row
You can put your bet on a corner
You can put your bet on two rows
You can bet on 1-18 or 19-36 collectively
You can bet on red or black
You can bet on even or odd
You can bet on 1st 12 (numbers 1-12), 2nd 12 (numbers 13-24), or 3rd 12
(numbers 25-36)
Of course, the bets that are harder to hit, such as a single number, pay the most.
As an example, hitting a single number will pay 35 to 1 while hitting 2nd 12 only
pays 2 to 1. You can use these numbers to determine where you gambling bet
should go.
Playing Roulette can be a fun and exciting experience no matter where or when
you play, whether it be in a casino or online. There is little to no proven strategy
to winning and the game is based mostly on luck. Hopefully though, you will pick
the perfect numbers and come out a big winner.
General Rules For Playing Roulette
Roulette is a very simple game to play. There is little to the game after bets are
placed, besides that the wheel is spun and you win by where the ball lands. Most
of the rules involve the actual betting that goes on in the game.
There are certain things that you can bet on, these include:
Single numbers up to 36 with a 35 to 1 payout
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On a line, which bets on two numbers at once, with a 17 to 1 payout
On a row, with an 11 to 1 payout
On a corner, with an 8 to 1 payout
Two rows, with a 5 to 1 payout
1st 12 (numbers 1-12), 2nd 12 (numbers 13-24), or 3rd 12 (numbers 25-36),
with a 2 to 1 payout
1-18 or 19-36 collectively, with an 1 to 1 payout
Red or black, with a 1 to 1 payout
Even or odd, with a 1 to 1 payout
Your payout is based on where you had placed your bet and it is always wise to
keep your bets with each other. For example, bet on 12, red, and even instead of
12, black, and odd. This keeps you from being your own opponent because to
win, you also have to lose.
Roulette is a very simple casino game once you know how to place your bet.
Gambling on it can be confusing at first but, once you get the hang of it, can be
exciting due to the various ways you can place your bets on each round. Deciding
on a betting strategy can even be half the fun!
Roulette Playing Tips and Strategies
When playing the game of Roulette, there are lots of tips and strategies that one
can take heed of to help further their game. Although there is no proven way to
win, you can do certain things to help increase your chances. We will outline a
few of the most important below.
One of the best things you can do when playing the game of Roulette is to keep
your bets together so that you are not betting against yourself. For example, if
you have bet on 16, don’t then bet on odd or black since 16 is a red and even
number. If you want to make secondary bets, make them correspond with your
first bet.
Another thing to consider in the game of Roulette is how you gamble. Just a few
more dollars can give you a much larger sum of winnings if you do hit your
number. For example, if you bet $5 and win $175 that is pretty good. On the
other hand, if you bet $20 and win $700 that is even better. Just $15 extra gives
you a shot at winning $525 more than you would from betting only $5.
Lastly, if you hit a lucky streak, try to ride it out and see where it takes you. The
game of Roulette is a fun and exciting casino game that can involve several
players at once. This atmosphere makes it tempting to play and hard to resist. If
you have a good, solid strategy worked out, it can increase your chances of
coming out even, and hopefully ahead.
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The Advantages of Playing Roulette Online
The classic casino game of roulette is a popular choice for gamblers, and it can be
exciting to watch the big roulette wheel spin as you hope for your number to
come up. Did you know that most online casinos offer online roulette in addition
to the many games available? The advantages of playing roulette online may
surprise you, especially if you believe it is harder to play roulette on the Internet.
Here are some of the advantages of playing roulette online.
The first advantage of playing roulette online is all the convenience offered by
Internet casinos. When you play roulette online, you don’t have to plan a long,
expensive trip to Vegas or drive to your nearest Native American based casino and many times, state laws don’t permit roulette at Native American casinos
anyway! Online roulette is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, so when you
want to play, all you have to do is log on to your computer and head to your
favorite Internet casino. You will never have to wait for table space to open up,
because there’s always room for another player with online roulette.
A choice of games is another of the advantages of playing roulette online. If you
play roulette often, you know there is a big difference between the American
roulette wheel and the European roulette wheel. The European roulette wheel has
better odds for players because it doesn’t have a double zero slot that remands
all bets to the house. As you can probably guess, most American casinos don’t
feature European roulette wheels - but online casinos do! These are just two of
the advantages of playing roulette online, and there are many more that you can
discover for yourself.
History of Roulette
Roulette is a French term meaning 'small wheel'. Roulette is most commonly
known as the name of a gambling game using lots, which is played in a casino.
The game roulette can be traced back to France in the 17th century. It was the
creation of a mathematician, Blaise Pascal. However, there is also a legend that
suggests roulette is the brainchild of the devil. Indeed, if you add up all the
numbers 0-36 on the roulette wheel you will discover the total is a chilling 666,
traditionally known as the devil's number.
French migrants first introduced roulette to the United States in the 1800s and it
rapidly achieved iconic status for gambling players in the casino. Although Pascal
invented roulette with a single zero on the wheel, the United States modified it by
using two zeros; hence there are now two versions played around the world,
American and European.
Modern day roulette is a casino game with 37 indented numbered lots on a wheel.
All even numbers between 1 and 36 are black in color, while the odd numbers are
red; the zero (or double zero) is colored green. The gambling player must guess
which number the ball will land on when the croupier spins the wheel.
Roulette is an exciting casino game wherein gambling relies more on luck than
judgement. Despite this, many gambling players attempt to beat the game. There
is no doubt that roulette has become a popular casino game and will continue to
attract attention within the gambling industry.
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How to Play Craps
How to play craps or shoot dice is rather easy to learn and then progress to more
sophisticated methods of play. Craps is all about the number seven which on a
pair of dice is made up of 3-4 or 2-5 or 1-6. The shooter or the roller of the dice
makes what is called the come out roll. If the dice come up seven or eleven on
that first roll, the shooter and all who bet on the pass line will win. It the roll is a
2 or a 3 or a 12, the pass line bets lose. If the roll comes up any other number
that number becomes what is called the point. The pass line bet is a winner if the
number repeats before a seven is rolled. If the dreaded seven comes up first then
the pass line bets all lose.
The first simple strategy is to take advantage of the odds offered in a craps
game. A player makes their first bet on the pass line and either wins, loses or
gets a point. If a point number is rolled, the player should take behind the line
odds on the point. Each casino has its own rules as to what they will accept on a
behind the line bet. Just ask the stick man or a dealer what their limit is and then
bet it. If the table gets hot, the dice will roll many numbers and few untimely
sevens. A really hot table will also roll many hard way numbers like four, six,
eight and ten. These are called hardways, as the dice are pairs of twos, threes,
fours or fives.
A table of dice payoffs is the next thing that a player should learn as this is where
the money is made when a dice table gets hot. (these payoff numbers can be
obtained on the Internet or on many online casino sites) When a table is
showering the players with numbers, the player should be making all of these
number bets at odds.
These bets can be of two types, all day bets and single roll bets. All day bets stay
up in play until a seven is rolled. A single roll bet either wins or loses on the next
roll. The better bet unless the player has a strong hunch is the all day bet.
If a player knew nothing about craps except to bet the pass line and take the max
behind the line bet on all points, then they would play better than most craps
players. When a player adds to this betting on the come line and placing bets,
they have most of the reasonable bets covered that the craps table offers to a
player.
The rule in craps is to push the devil out of a hot table and parlay bets, take the
odds and keep all of the number bets covered until the table cools down. More
money can be made on a hot craps table faster than any other casino game.
Players who know how to play craps make a killing when they find a hot table.
The secret to recognizing a hot table early is each shooter holds the dice for a
number of passes. Certain shooters hold the dice for much longer than normal
and throw many numbers in a row before making their point. Hardways become
common and all of this is going on without many sevens being rolled. The lack of
sevens is another clue that the table is moving in favor of the craps players.
Be alert to these runs of numbers and which shooters seem to be lucky. Then
make the bets and watch your stack grow as the table goes from warn to hot.
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How to Play Baccarat
Baccarat is a card game that is dealt out of a shoe with six to eight decks of cards
shuffled up and placed in the shoe. The shoe is just a box designed to hold the
cards and let them be dealt for each hand. Two hands are dealt each time, one
for the bank side of the hand and one for the player’s side of the hand.
The players at the table can make one of three bets on each baccarat hand before
it is dealt. They can bet on the bank, the player or the tie hand. If the banker
hand wins then all players who bet the bank win. The same is true if the player
hand wins, then all of the player bets win. On a tie bet, it must come a tie or the
bet loses. The payoff on a tie bet is 8 to 1. The payoff on a player bet is even
money. The bank payoff is even money with a five percent commission.
The common way to play baccarat is to follow the shoe. This means to bet on the
side that won the last hand. The way a player at a baccarat table can win a lot of
money is catch a long run on one side of the shoe. They do this by parlaying their
bets and leaving it on the side that won the last hand. Since the way the cards
come out of the shoe was setup when the shoe was shuffled, the casino cannot
do anything about a run on the bank or players side.
Following the shoe is a strategy that works most of the time, but it can be a
losing strategy if the shoe is flip-flopping between bank and player. If this
happens then the player’s bet is always on the wrong side.
Why players keep track of the way the hands are coming is they hope to see a
pattern they can bet on. For example the winning side of the deal can only win
maybe four times in a row. If you were following the shoe, and you saw this
pattern, then on the fifth deal you would cut your bet to a minimum, but not
switch sides with your bet. Winning side has been seen to run over twenty hands
in a row. Betting against a trend can be very costly for the better when a trend
continues for a while. This course of betting is not recommended as a trend can
stay in place longer than a player can tolerate. Play the winning side and hope
that you are catching a max trend. If you are so lucky be sure to start a small
parlay when making your bets.
One rule that is followed by some players is to not bet a tie hand until the first tie
hand happens. A shoe can go from start to finish with no tie hands being dealt.
Most players bet the tie on a feeling or a hunch. Others will bet the tie when a
certain number of hands have been dealt since the last tie. Whatever the method
the tie is great to catch due to the payoff it pays to the winner.
Play the trend or do not play is the rule in a baccarat game. The trend is your
friend in baccarat. The other scheme is to add a small amount to each succeeding
bet that you make. Do this when a trend is in place. Not pushing the trend is a
mistake that many players make when playing the game of baccarat. In fact few
players will up their bet when winning, but will do it when losing. This is a
backwards way to play the game. Bet more when winning and less when losing.
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How to Play Bingo
Bingo is another game that depends on luck to win and takes no skill except
listening to the numbers as they are called. A player picks preprinted cards and
pays a set fee for each card. The rest of the game is all about what numbers are
called out by the house caller. In the US the total numbers that could be called
come from a pool of 75 numbers. In the UK they come from a pool of 90
numbers.
The game is simple in that the player tries to get 5 numbers in a row and if this
happens then they win. In the states, the card is a square with five rows up and
down and five side to side. In the UK the rows are three across. The winner is still
the cardholder with five numbers in a row. This game is offered online by some
sites, but not by all. It s also played in live casinos, but more often in halls and
meeting places within cities. In England it is played in almost every seaside town.
In some cases the promoters tie the games together between sites in order have
bigger prizes on these games.
This game while very popular in many countries is not a game that has ever had
much of a following in live casinos or even in online casinos. There are sites on
the Internet that offer bingo, but they are not the big online casinos. They are not
like the ones that offer all forms of gambling and attract large numbers of players
to the site.
There are specials that can be played such as special numbers or the playing until
someone has the numbers in four corners covered. Another variation is to cover
two rows of the card. This makes for longer games and may have an extra fee or
a better prize to the winner. Another variation is the coverall numbers game. In
this game, the player must cover all numbers on the card. This game will come
with a larger prize and will take longer to play. There are also local variations that
can be played, but these games are played at the local establishment and may
not be common to other bingo parlors. Check the rules at any place you play to
see if they offer a game that you are not familiar with.
A new variation can be thought up by any promoter and can be know only to that
area of players.
Gambling laws in different countries control where and what can be offered to
winners. The churches and other groups have done a very good job of making
these rules as friendly as possible for the game. On the Internet the games can
be structured any way the casino wants, as there are no rules to abide by that
are mandatory.
Bingo is a good way for charities to raise money and have a social event at the
same time. Churches have been using this game for this purpose for a long time.
Some casinos use this game to bring in customers they would no ordinarily get
through the door. The way they do this is to have a bingo tournament. This will
draw patrons online and to live casinos that would not be there except for the
tournament. If the prize money is high enough, this can draw a large number of
players. But remember casinos are using this game as an attraction and not as
one of their more common specials. They are trying to attract a crowd.
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How to Play Keno
Keno is an import from China and is played both online and in live casinos. The
object to the game is to pick numbers that will match the twenty drawn for each
game. There are 80 numbers total so it is not an easy task to pick eight to ten
numbers that match. The payoff if you do pick the correct numbers is substantial
depending on what you bet on the ticket. In a live casino the game can pay as
much as $25,000 for a one dollar bet. Online casinos set their own payoffs and it
would be wise to look it up for each site you are interested in playing on.
A player can play a straight eight spot ticker or several combinations on the same
ticket. You could for example pick eight numbers and four sets of two numbers.
The point is the game is not one of skill, but one of hunches and pure luck. Some
players do keep track of hot numbers and make sure they include them every
ticket. Others just use the pick and pray technique for playing a ticket.
Some other popular plays are the four corners, eight single spots and play a row
on a ticket. People have won playing birthdays and anniversary dates. If you are
lucky you win and otherwise it is on to the next game. Many players will play a
keno ticket while having dinner or breakfast in a casino. They just figure it as part
of the cost of the meal.
Poker rooms in casinos often have runners and players at the table will play the
same ticket for hours on end while they are playing poker. It is true for players
pulling handles or pushing buttons on the slots. Both sets of players hope they
catch lightening in a bottle with a winning ticket.
Many casinos will let you buy the next ten games so you do not miss a game.
There is nothing worse than watching your numbers come up without a bet on the
game.
Many casino patrons play keno while taking a break from the table games or
while sitting at the bar and having a drink. They will buy a set of tickers before
going to eat or when going to a show in the casino. The feeling is the player
wants to stay in action even when doing something else.
Keno is popular and also one of the worse bets you can make in a casino due to
the house edge. It is popular because it is so easy to play and if lucky win a good
sum of money. The simplicity of marking a ticket and making the bet means that
the player has to learn nothing in order to play the game. This game is one of the
best moneymakers for the casino that they offer to the public.
The casino industry owes a big thank you to the Chinese who brought this game
to the gambling industry. Without it many casinos would lose a sure profit center
each and every year. Also the players would miss the fun of winning while eating
their dinner.
If you want to test your luck at a very low cost, Keno may be the game for you to
try. It has no learning curve and takes no skill to play. The game is exciting when
the first few numbers called are matches to the ones you picked and will make
your heart beat faster for a few minutes. Try the game as it will payoff if you are
lucky and the price is right.
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How to Play Lotto
Casinos offer their form of lotto, which is an in house version of a national, or
state run lottery. They may limit it to only the casino patrons or it may be a
multi-casino setup like the progressive jackpots.
There are also sites that will allow their customers to purchase the lottery tickets
sold in a county or state from outside the country. These should be checked out
very closely to make sure they are legitimate. Anything is possible on the Internet
and the lottery is no exception.
The basic rules apply whether buying the ticket in person or on the net. The basic
lotto ticket is pick 6 numbers and a bonus number and if they all come up you will
win the current jackpot or a portion of it if there is more than one winner.
In a casino lotto the jackpot can be the same for every game or it can be
progressive until someone picks all of the correct numbers. The odds on a lotto
win in a casino are usually better than the keno game as the pool of number is
smaller.
In a state or country run lotto the odds of winning are huge, but people still line
up to take the chance. The way to get your ticket or playslip is to mark a board
with your number picks and then turn it in and pay the fee. If you are lucky you
may win something or even the jackpot. If not you took the chance with a small
amount of money and even if you lost, you are not out a great deal.
Some folks rather than play every week, wait until the jackpot is at a certain level
before they make their bet. This does cut down the monthly cost of playing since
there is no cost for the weeks you do not play. Of course your numbers could
show up when the jackpot is small, but that is the chance that you take.
If you win, do not take an annuity payout. That is a poor choice for a winner.
Before you collect, you could get advice from a tax person, but for most people
the cash payout is best and they can then invest it themselves with some sound
advice from a good financial planner. A large investment in tax-free instruments
can return a sizeable amount each year and the principal will never be touched.
If you win, try to keep it under wraps as people and relatives will come around
asking for a loan or a handout. Make up your mind early how you are going to
handle this situation because it is very likely to happen to you.
Another piece of advice is try to maintain some normalcy in your life as a windfall
like this can have very destabilizing effects. Get good advice as to investments
and taxes before you go crazy spending the money.
How much you should wager when the pot is extra large is a decision based on
what you can afford. If you could light a match to the money and it would not
change your life style then the wagered amount is ok if it is done only on rare
occasions. Extra large pots are worth a little extra wager, but it should not
become a habit as the wagers come every week and can amount to a significant
total at the end of a year. Keep a cool head and hope you win. If you do win,
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remember there are many good people that could use a little help from a
stranger. Take care of your loved ones first and the stranger second is a valid rule
to apply.
The casino industry owes a big thank you to the Chinese who brought this game
to the gambling industry. Without it many casinos would lose a sure profit center
each and every year. Also the players would miss the fun of winning while eating
their dinner.
If you want to test your luck at a very low cost, Keno may be the game for you to
try. It has no learning curve and takes no skill to play. The game is exciting when
the first few numbers called are matches to the ones you picked and will make
your heart beat faster for a few minutes. Try the game as it will payoff if you are
lucky and the price is right.
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Online Casinos vs Land Based Casinos
There are a number of advantages to an online casino vs. a land-based casino.
The two obvious ones are you do not have to drive anywhere to play and you can
play anytime day or night on an online casino.
There are other lesser advantages such as no cigarette smoke and no crowds to
deal with. There are always games open to bet on and at bet levels the customer
is comfortable to bet.
Another advantage of online play is the better online casinos reward players with
points that can be converted into cash. They also offer bonuses on deposits up to
a maximum amount. The bonus is typically capped at $500.
Many online casinos offer more versions of games than many land-based casinos.
They also offer them at all betting levels. The reason they can do this is simple. It
cost very little to spread a game online compared to what it cost in a live casino
with employees. The floor space of a live casino must return maximum return per
square foot of space. Online casinos have virtually unlimited space. The other
advantage that online casinos have is it takes very few employees to run an
online casino compared with a live casino with employees.
This accounts for the bonuses that they can hand out monthly or weekly to their
customers. One of the ways to compare online casinos is to look at their bonus
program as well as the deposit and withdrawal rules.
Since online casinos are open to all Internet based players, the clientele comes
from all over the world and from different time zones. This accounts for the fact
that these casinos are busy day and night with players from around the world.
This helps all table games like poker, baccarat and blackjack. A player can play at
a table with other players if they wish to do so.
The various slot machine games offered from online casinos is extremely high and
varied in content. There are many interesting variations of slots that are available
from online casinos. There are far more of them than a player would find in a
land-based casino.
Many of the standard table games that are offered online also have an extra
feature that can be wagered on. These are bonus plays that can pay serious prize
money if the right cards are dealt.
Again the online casino can offer this, as it does not slow down the play like it
might in a live casino. Casinos are very interested in number of hands dealt per
hour and online casinos deal far more hands per hour than a land-based one.
This interest comes from them knowing that a certain number per hour or more is
to their advantage. Their game edge comes into play the more hands a player
plays. Of course if the player is running lucky this could work in his favor.
Convenience, no long trip to play and variety are the basic reasons for the
popularity of online casinos. The lack of noise, smoke and dealing with crowds are
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another set of reasons that people like to play online. Being able to play in your
PJs is a plus to some people who do not like to dress up to go out and about.
Play when you like and only then are a real plus for busy people, who like to
gamble, but have very little spare time. Online casinos offer the ability to do it
when you want without any restrictions other than a working computer. If you
have not tried out an online casino, do give it a try and you may find that you like
it.
What to Look for in an Online Casino
When comparing online casinos, there are several elements that should be looked
at by the player. These include: kind of site, games offered, large player count,
deposit and withdrawal methods, does you favorite game seem popular, wager
levels and specials offered to customers. There are real differences between sites
and these comparisons will make it very clear where you should play.
What the site offers should cover all areas that you may play in and at a level
that you will feel comfortable with. If you are a horseplayer and a poker player,
then these should be offered at levels you can play at and with a choice of poker
games. A large player count on the site will usually mean that you can get the
game of your choice at all hours of the day or night. This is important in poker
choices, as the number of players will determine the games being played and the
type of games that are live. This should be checked at different times of the day.
Deposit and withdrawal methods should be easy and convenient to use. Some
sites offer few choices for withdrawal and this may mean delays or added
expense when getting your funds returned. Make sure this is checked before
sending any money in to the site.
Wager levels on any type of gaming should cover the levels that you feel
comfortable playing at. The fact that the game is being offered will be of little
consequence if the betting level is too high or too low for your taste. Make sure
that your favorite game is played and at betting levels and limit levels that you
can live with. Playing at a level you are not happy with is a path to losing
Bonuses and special rewards for play are another area that separates the sites
that are player friendly and just places to play. A site should have a new player
bonus on the first deposit as well as bonuses each month for new deposits. There
should also be a reward program that benefits players who regularly use the site.
Rewards for play at certain levels are often found on sites that are very popular
with gaming patrons. Special bets on table games are another plus on sites that
offer casino gaming. You see these special betting programs on table games like
pai gow poker and some games of blackjack.
When comparing online casinos, there are sites on the Internet that do a good job
of showing what different sites offer and how they differ from one another.
Just type in what you are looking for in any search engine and you will be shown
the sites that compare online casinos. Once you have a list of sites that seem to
meet your criteria, then check them out individually for yourself. Make sure that
what was said about the site was accurate and the play is what you are after.
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Some very popular sites only offer selections of slot games. If this were not your
passion, then you would be wise to look further than popularity. Some sites that
offer table games do not offer poker or sports betting. However there are sites
that offer every form of gaming that a player may wish to play. There are many
online casinos available to the betting Internet player. It is just a matter of what
is your fancy and what wager level do you want to play at. Check out a few and
use some of the online comparison sites to find the one or two sites that you feel
will fit your needs.
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Disclaimer
The information available in this document is not warranted to be true, correct or
accurate in any way.
liveonlinecasino.org is not responsible for any consequences that may arise from
the use of information printed in this document or facilities available via the
same.
This document was compiled for entertainment purposes only.
The contents of this document are subject to copyright and may not be
reproduced in any manner without proper authorization.
This document was compiled on Thursday 28th July 2011.
http://www.liveonlinecasino.org
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